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Introduction:

The Film Club recently organized a film review competition, which saw enthusiastic
participation from 18 students. The event aimed to foster critical thinking and
appreciation for cinematic artistry while providing a platform for students to express their
opinions on a selected short film.The chosen short film for the competition was
"Nitishastra," a Hindi short film that likely presented a compelling narrative and thematic
elements for analysis. The selection of a Hindi film reflects the diversity and inclusivity



within the club, catering to a wide range of cultural backgrounds and interests among
the participants.

Participant Engagement:
The competition witnessed active engagement from the participants, who displayed
their analytical skills and creativity in evaluating various aspects of "Nitishastra." From
cinematography to storytelling techniques, participants delved into the intricacies of the
film, offering insightful perspectives and critiques.

Judging Process:
The judging process involved assessing the participants' reviews based on criteria such
as originality, coherence, depth of analysis, and overall presentation. The panel of
judges likely evaluated each review meticulously, recognizing the effort and thought put
into the evaluations.

Winner Announcement:
After careful deliberation, a winner was selected based on the quality of their review and
the depth of insight demonstrated. The announcement of the winner likely served as a
moment of recognition for the participant's dedication and passion for cinema.

Outcome:
The film review competition, centered around the short film "Nitishastra," served as a
platform for students to engage critically with cinematic artistry and storytelling. Through
thoughtful analysis and discussion, participants showcased their appreciation for film as
a medium of expression and exploration. The event not only fostered a deeper
understanding of cinema but also highlighted the talent and creativity within the Film
Club community.
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